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LETTER OF TRANSMITTAL.
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,

BUREAu OF EnuoATION,
Washington, J arvuary 19, JDBB.

Srn: The standards and educational practices of all higher institutions are scrutinized now as never before in our history. For the most
part these examinations relate chiefly to undergraduate and profess'ional schools and colleges. It is, however, important that the graduate divisions in our great universities should lead the way with
superior requirements and · standards :for graduate work. In this
field the committee on standards o:f the Society of College Teachers
of Education has, under the direction of Prof. Leonard V. Koos, of
the University of Minnesota, done some pioneer work by conducting
an investigation o:f the gradu.a te standards and practices in college
departments o:f education. The study reveals valuable information ·
which should he brought to the attention o:f the higher institutions
in this country. I wish, therefore, cordially to recommend the publication o:f the manuscript as a bulletin of the Bureau of Education.
Respectfully submitted.
J NO. J. TIGERT,
0 O'ITI/TI1,.iaaioner,
The SECUETARY OF THE INTERioR.

STANDARDS IN GRADUATE WORK IN
EDUCATION.
SCOPE AND METHOD OF THE STUDY.
There is reported here a digest of responses to a rather extended inquiry
concerning standards in graduate work in education. The lines of investigation
were dra~n largely from two chief sources, (1) the report of a committee of
the American Association of University Professors, and (2) responses of heads
of school~ a~d colleges of education to a letter asking for a statement of what
seem to th~m to be the more pressing problems in the standardization of graduate work in the field of . education. The former appeared in the JanuaryFebruary (1919) number of the bulletin of the association. It was concerned
solely with the doctorate in philosophy, not with the master's degree, and gave
consideration to problems of standardization of this degree for the entire range
of university work to which it should apply, not merely to the field of education, as does the present study. Through analogy this report supplied important
lines of investigation for the study here undertaken. From the responses of
the deans and directors of schools and colleges of education were drawn the
problems · more peculiar to the field under consideration. No item of practice
was inv~stigated which was without recognition in the report referred to or in
the responses of the deans qnd directors of whom preliminary inquiry had been
,
made.
The questionnaire framed on the basis of these sources was sent to the heads
of departments or schools of education in approximately 90 higher institutions
in many parts of the country. This number included all the State universities
and other State institutions which might be presumed to be giving graduate
training in education, to all the larger non-State higher institutions known as
places where graduate training in education is obtainable, besides a number
of smaller colleges and universities randomly selected}
In all, 61 of the schools of which inquiry had been made sent answers of
one sort or another, some of them stating merely that they gave little or no
graduate training, others by returning the questionnaire properly filled out.
Most' of the responses of the former ·type came ~om the randomly selected
smaller institqtions. . Up to the time of completion of ·the :work of tabulation,
usable responses had been submitted by representatives of 42 departments,
echools, or colleges of education. The blank was in most cases :fllled out by
or under U,.e immediate direction of the hea4, dean, or director, but in a few
instances by some other person informed as to practices and authorized ·to
express th"e opinions called for. Of these 42 institutions, 17 grant the master's
degree only, the remaining 25 granting both the master's and the doctor's
degree.
1 The list from whieh were ~rawn the Bamea of the heada of iepartmenta aad cleau . te
whom questionnaires were . sent is that appeariq on , pas• .16-109 of· the 1918-11 Educational Directol7 of, .the u •..s. BlU'eau •of EdueatioJJ.r .appearina u Bu. of Edue. Bul., 1111.
No. S&• .
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The names of the institutions represented in the study are as follows: University of Arizona, University of Arkansas, University of California, University
of Chicago, Clark University, Columbia University (Teachers College), Cornell
University, University of Florida, George Peabody College for Teachers, G~orge
Washington University, University of Georgia, Harvard University, University
of Illinois, Iowa State College, State University of Iowa, Johns Hopkins University, University of Kansas, Louisiana State University, University of Maine,
Univet·sity of Michigan, University of Minnesota, University of Mississippi, Univ·e rsity of Missouri, University of North Carolina, University of North Dakota,
Northwestern University, Ohio Wesleyan University, University of Oregon,
Pennsylvania State College, University of Pennsylvania, University of Pittsburgh, University of South Dakota, Stanford University, Syracuse University,
University of Tennessee, University. of Texas, University of Utah, University of
Vermont, University of Washington, West Virginia University, University of
Wisconsin, and Yale University.
Examination of the list will show that there is a very satisfactory repl:.csentation of State institutions and of the larger nonpublic universities. In fact,
very few institutions important in graduate training in education are absent
from the list. But the repr-esentation of departments of education in smaller
private institutions is rather meager. Their absence must be largely explained
by the fact that they undertake little in the way of graduate training. This
explanation has the support of a number of answers to this effect from the
heads of their departments of education. It is also supported by the fact
that most of them failed to respond even to a second request. These facts
justify assurance that the study here presented is to be regarded as a fairly
complete survey by questionnaire bf the practices in and opinions' as .to graduate
training in education in the United States' during the school year covered by
the study, 1919-20.
For the most part the answers of those who returned the questionnaires were
sufficiently full and satisfactory. This was· especially true of the reports on
practice. There was some tendency to fail to respond to the requests for
opini.ons as to appropriate practices, except when the individual who filled out
the questionnaire was moved to take exception to current practices. As the
discovery of this disagreement with practice was after all the thing sought for
in the request for opinion, this partial failure to respond to the requests for
opinion affects only to a small extent, if at all, the achievement of the purpose
of the investigation. Because of this purpose in seeking opinions, no frequent
reference is make to them in the report unless they tend to deviate from the
trend of practice.
It is not presumed to be the function of this report to do more than to present
the facts of practice and opinion. The writer, therefore, restricts himself to
their bare and brief recital.'

I. ADMISSION AND PREREQUISITES.
SECONDARY-SCHOOL PREPARATION.

Investigation of high-school preparation.-Eighteen institutions state without
qualification that they investigate the high-school preparation of graduate
students. Twelve others answer to the effect that it is sometimes investigated.
Illustrations of statements coming under this head are: "Yes; unless accredited
2 The committee on standards of the Society of College Teachers of Education, for whom
the study here reported has been made, will undertake the task of recommendation of
appropriate practices on the basis of the findings presented.
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high school"; "Yes; if college is not accredited." Only 12 of the entire group
of 42 institutions answer "No" to the question concerning the investigation of
high-school preparation.
Amount of hi!Jh-schoo~ preparation required.-Few of the institutions will
accept anything less than four years of high-school work. Few of them accept
less than 15 units. The exceptions are the small number that will accept 14
or 14} units, or insist upon 15! or 16. Four institutions in one way or another
make it clear that they do not insist upon the full four years for the complet:on
of the necessary units, seeming thereby to encourage economy of time for the
more capable pupils.
COLLEGE PREPARATION.

The bachelor's degree as a preTeq1tisite to a.dmission.-Almost all institutions
insist upon the bachelor's degree based upon four years of \York as a prerequi·
site to admission to graduate work. Three of the entire group of 42 institutions
are ready to accept a bachelor's degree secured in less than the traditional
four years, thereby seeming to encourage economy of tlme for more capable
students.
Specific requirements otheT than education.-The next point of inquiry was
the extent to which the institutions prescribed specific subjects of study which
the student should offer in order to be admitted to graduate work. Of the
entire group of 42 institutions, 17 make no speC'ific prescriptions; 20 name prerequisites. The numbers of these subject prescriptions and their names appear
in Tables 1 and 2. The former of these tables shows that the number of prescriptions varies widely. The total amount of credit in these prescriptions is
not presented in the .tables, but it may be said that it also varies widely. In
14 instances of amounts of credit. where these could be computed from the
answers, they ranged from 3 to 72 semester hours~ There are 14 different
practices in these 14 cases, showing little or no tendency to standardization of
practice.
3

TABLE

1.-NuntbeT of specific prerequisites other than education.

Number of
prerequisites.

Number of
institutions.

0-------------------------------------------------------------- 17
1-------------------------------------------------------------- 5
2-------------------------------------------------------------3
3-------------------------------------------------------------5
4-------------------------------------------------------------- 2
5--------------·------------------------------------------------ 1
6-------------------------------------------------------------3
9-------------------------------------------------------------- 1

Miscellaneous answers------------------------------------------No answer------------------------------------------------------

3
2

Total number of institutions--------------------------------

42

The second of these two tables shows
order of their frequency of appearance.
presentation by the candidate of majors
subjects these majors and minors shall

the more common prerequisites in the
A few of the institutions require the
or minors without prescribing in what
be.
Investigation of the college work antecedent to graduate tTaining.-There is
a great variety of practice as to who investigates this work. In fact. there
are 17 different practices reported by the 42 institutions concerned: 9 institu-

a Because the semester hour is the unit more commonly used, as far as possible ether
units of credit have been reduced to semester hours. Where. this was not possible, the
answers were omitted.
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tions indicate that the dean of the graduate department performs this function; 7 report that it is the. work of the graduate committee; 5 that it is done
by the .head of the department or school of education. Other practices reported with less frequency are university registrar or examiner, the committee
on admissions, the· committee on relations with other institutions, etc. TABLE

2.-Namea of specific prerequisites other than education, and · their frequency of appeara1we.

Prerequisites.

isra~~~~~Y.-scieiice::: ::·: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

Booie.I studies ................................................. , ...... . ·'· ...................... .

~'iii2~lJ~.-----~:_[_-~=[~HH[--:~-~2iHfH[~[[/~=[~

Number
of institutions.
13
11
10
8
I

5
2

2

1
1

Practice in this regard may be summed up in another way. A committee has
a functional relationship to this investigation in 19 institutions; the dean or
head of the graduate ~chool or department in 13 instances; the department of
education in 12 instances; and the registrar in 6. There are sometimes two or
three of these relationships in one institution.
Of the 42 institutions, 30 report that they use lists of ~pproved - higher institutions in evaluating the student's work antecedent to his graduate training.
Nine use no such lists.
The more common lists used in this evaluation of college work are the United
States Bureau of Education list, lists prepared by the State universities, and
the North Central Association list. A number of .other lists are named in a few
instances, e. g., the Association of American Universities, the Carnegie Foundation, Babcock's, Southern Association, etc. A number of institutions speak of
" our own list " or " experience."
Procedure when an institution is not on an approved Ust.-Some of the wide
variation of practice reported in this conn~ction m:ay be cited for illustration :
Referring the question of acceptance to the State university in the State in which
the college is located for its evaluation of the institution concerned (7) ; permitting the student to register, subject to the requirement that he show ability
(8) ; considering carefully the individual (3) ; inspection by a member of the
faculty if within the State ( 3) ; " our experience " ( 3). ·A few of those who
responded to the question made comment somewhat as follows: "We should
have a national list (of approved higher institutions) made by some recognized
authority." These comments an~ the wide variety of practic~s in the matter
Gf approving graduate students when coming from ins.t itutlons on no approved
list show a need of standardization of higher institutions over wider than
State areas. ,
..
.
.
.
PREREQUISITES IN EDUCATION.

, Sp~ctaZ :requtr~ts in edupa:tion.-:-~wenty institutions presr;ribe n() ~p~U,.c
courses in education prellminary to adnilsslon to graduate .courses . in educa·tion. Five make no answer to the question concerning these prerequisites.
Seventeen rep'Ort one or more. The more common· subjects reportefl ··are shown ·
In Table 8. Table 4 shows the number of courses designated as prerequislteL 'li
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'l'ABLE 3.-Specijic prerequisites in education.

Number
of institutions.

Subjects.

10
8
7
2
2

1
1

1

TABLE

4.-Nurnber of specific prereqWitlites in educati(YtL

Number of specific
prerequisites.

Number of
institutions.

1-------------------------------------------------------------- 5
~==::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
5-------~-----------------------------------------------------6-------------------------------------------------------------"One year of teaching" -----------------------------------------

~
3
11

No prerequisites or no answers------------------------------------

25

Total number of institutions--------------------------------

•2

Amounts of credit in specific prescriptions.-When these specified requirements are reduced to semester hours, they vary no less widely than do the
subjects or numbers of courses. The totals range from 3 to 32, the most common
practice, reported by six institutions. being 12 hours.
The opinions favor a larger a:mount of undergraduate work in education
than doe& practic~~ The range is from 5 to 32 hours, with the more common
opinion being again 12 hours. Reports from 11 institutions recommend in. creases of the amounts required in this field, while the report from no institution recommends the reduction of the requirement in operation.
Expe1·ience as a substitute for prerequ.isUes in education.-Of the 33 institutions which have prerequisites in educati0n specified or unspecified, 19 report
that they do not accept experience in lieu of prerequisites in education, 15 that
th¢y ·do. Of the 42 institutions, 9 have no such prerequisites. Severa,.! of the
institutions in which experience is accepted in lieu of the prerequisites make
such qualifying statements as follow: " For the introductory cou~se only " ; .
" To a · limited degree " ; " For practice teaching only " ; " Sometimes " ; etc.
Several of those who answer the questionnaire state emphatically that " experience will not supply ideas," thereby indicating that they very much disapprove of the practice of accepting it in lieu of other prerequisites.
DISTINCTION

BE~WEEN

ADMISSION TO GRADUATE WQRK AND

AD~ISSION

TO CANDIDACY FOR ADVANCED DEGREES.

For the master's degree.-Appro:ximat~ly .t wo-thirds of. the persons makJng
response.,to .tlle questionnaire ,report t:Q.at a distinction is .made between adlDlssion to. g~a·d~~t~ w.or~ a~d adnussion to . Cftndidacy. for the master's degree;
while about one-third state that no such distinction is made. A number pf
tho.se ,who • reJ?prt;: "' .practtce ma~ing . n(> .sucl:l .distinctipn empha~ize the desiJ;a.b,ilig. of. do~~g , sq.t
, : , .. · . . .
,
.·
.
,, T'/'l,.e . di8fir/,ct1pn$: 1 1!W,~.-An ;apprqx1J;r:u1t~ . fo~rth .of the institutions make the
pei:~od . 9f . n~.sitlef1.P~ tl:le .qi~t~ction . bet'Yreen a,<lmitting to craduate .work and,
admitting to candidacy for a degree. 'l;'~e rem~~om(ie;t either answ.e r "No" or ,
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fail to respond to this question. Thus, in most institutions there is no distinction in terms of preliminary residence. Quality of 'Work is made a basis of distinction between admission to graduate work and admission to candidacy in
somewhat less than half the schools. Most of' the questionnaires are silent iil
the matter of other bases for distinction between admission to graduate work
and admission to candidacy for the master's degree; they have no bases othel'
than those already named.
For the doctor's degree.-Of the 25 institutions grantfng the doctor's degree,
20 report that they make some distinction between admission to graduate work
and admission to candidacy for this degree. Three report that there is no
such distinction.
The distinctions made.-Eleven report that there is a period of residence
preliminary to admission to candidacy. Five report that there is not. Most
of the institutions are following the practice· of insisting upon quality of work
as a basis for· admission to candidacy. A few of those who report volunteer information as to the grade required, as "B" or some other measure of
scholarship. The most common other basis of distinction between admission to
graduate work and to candidacy for the doctor's degree is the preliminary
examination. Among other bases named are the thesis subject and the foreignlanguage requirement.
THE ABILITY OF STUDENTS WHO RECEIVE THE HIGHER DEGREE.

The master's degree.-In answer to the question as to whether or not the

maste~'s degree is differentiated rigidly from the bachelor's degree as not
attainable by persons of mere average ability who give the necessary time, 10

say "No," 27 "Yes," while 5 fail to answer or give answers which are not
usable. Opinion favors such a differentiation more strongly than practice.
Doctor's degree.-As may be expected, the reports indicate almost a unanlmity of iJ:~sistence upon rigid differentiation of the doctor's degree from the
bachelor's as not attainable by persons of mere average ability who give the
necessary time. Twenty-four indicate that they do so differentiate; the remaining 1 of the 25 · institutions granting the doctor's degree reports that it
does not. Opinion ·is in no disagreement with these reports of the trend of
practice. The candidate is and should be, according to both practice and
opinion, a person of more than average ability.

II. RESIDENCE REQUIREMENTS.
MASTER'S DEGREE.
Minimum period of residence during the academic year.-:-The almost uniform
practice is to require a full year of residence if the student attends during
the regular academic year from September to June. Two schools report a
minimum. period of residence of two y~s.
Obtaining the degree by summfl.r.-T..eSid~Thirty-six: institutions report that this degree may be obtained by summer residence only; five that it
may not.
Minimum period of residence durilng summer s.essions.-The facts as to the
minimum number of weeks of residence required if the student attends only
during the summer sessions are reported iii Table 5. We find in this table a
marked ·tendency to accept a ·shorter period of residence during the summer
sessions than during the academic year.
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5.-Minimum number of weeks ot 'residence tor master's degree when
candidates attend summer sessions onw.
Number of
Number of
weeks.
institutions.
15------------------------·-- --- - -------------- - -------------- -1'

TABLE

18-------------------------------------------------------------

8
1
30------------------------------------------------------------- .4
32------------------------------------------------------------4
36
.

24------------------------------------------------ - - ----------21----------------~ - -------------------------------------------

11

D;~~-~;;-~~tb~-~b~~ed-b~-~~~~~~-~~d~~~~==================

:

No answer or answer not usable------------------------ - --------Total number of

institutions~-------------------------------

4

42

What is required in Ueu of the difference between minima of all-year and
summer residence.-In 16 institutions from which we have answers as to what

Is required in lieu of the difference between summer residence and residence during the academic year, 9 report that nothing is required, wb.ile 7 report in some
such terms as fpllows: " Supervised study or projected work in absentia ";
" the equivalent of a semester's work in absentia " ; " the maturity of the candidate and his ability to do intensive work"; "undetermined as yet."
·
Opinions as to what should be done in lieu of the difference .noted are more
in the direction of (1) insisting upon some sort of requirement; or (2) equaliz·
ing the per~ods of residence by requiring longer attendance in summer sessions.
Correspondence study as meeting the requirements tor the master's degree.-

Of the 42 institutions, 33 report that correspondence work is not accepted in
lieu of residence requirements. Seven report that it is so accepted. Opinion
is somewhat more inclined than is practice to accept correspondence study as a
substitute for residence, but it would insist that the ·work be "well organized,"
that it be accepted only to a "limited extent," or "in very small amounts."
Other kinds of work accepted a,s a substitute for · residence.-The majority
of institutions refuse to accept any other kind of work as a substitute for res!- ·
dence. Of the 16 institutions which do accept such work, the following kinds
are accepted : Field or research work ( 5 institutions), projected work in absentia ( 4) , extension classes ( 4) , etc.
·
The effect 'ttpon the period ot residence when the student does not meet the
prerequisites in education.-Of those institutions from which answers have

come concerning the effect upon residence of not having met the prerequisites .
in education, 10 report definitely that it extends the period of residence, and 4
that it may lengthen it, but that it does not always work in this way. Six of
the institutions having prerequisites answer that the absence of the prerequisites in the training of the candidate does not result in a longer period
of residence. If to these are added those already reported as having no prerequisites and also the portion of the 9 not answering the question in which the
failure to present prerequisites may be presumed to have no effect, we ar~ safe
in concluding that in a majority of institutions the fact of having had no prelimina~y w:ork in education does not tend toward extension of the length .of
residence required for the degree under consideration.
Opinion is more favorable than is practice to an extension of the period of
residence if the prerequisites have not been met.
DOCTOR'S DEGREE.

Minimum period ot residence during academic year without previous graduate training.-Of the 25 institutions reporting that they grant the doctor's

degree, 19 report that they hold to a three-year requirement for ·candidates
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without previous graduate training, and 3 each report one-year and two-year,
requirements.
Obtaining the degree by summer residence only.-In 19 institutions it is
impossible for a candidate to receive the doctor's degree by summer residence
only. In but 4 institutions may this be accomplished; 1 reports "possibly,"
while in 2 others there seems to be no rule.
Minimum period of residence during summer session.-Of the 4 institutions from which reports indicate that they accept summer residence as
satisfying all residence requirements, 1 reports a minimum requirement of
24 to 30 weeks; 2 a minimum total of 3 years of residence; and one 60 weeks.
The minimum period of residence when the candidate has had graduate
training in another institution.-The universal requirement here is a one-year

minimum.
Correspondence work in lieu of residence requirements.-Practice is emphatically opposed to acceptance of correspondence work as a substitute for
residence requirements for the doctor's degree, reports from 22 institutions
stating that it is not accepted. Opinion is to a slight degree more favorably
inclined toward granting such credit, but it would insist that, if it is accepted,
it be field research in small amount and under careful supervision.
Other kinds of work as substitutes for residence.-Qf the 25 institutions
granting the doctor's degree, 11 report that no other kinds of work are accepted
as substitutes for residence. Another group of the same number of institutions
report that research work is sometimes accepted, although some specify that
it must be a type of research work requiring absence.
Effect upon period of residence of not meeting the prerequisites in educa-tion.-Reports from 5 institutions indicate that the period of residence is
extended by the failure to present the prerequisites in education upon entrance to graduate l!ltudy. Four institutions report that this does not extend
the period of residence, three of these stating that there is enough time in the
three years to make up· the prerequisites. When to these are added the 9
others having no prerequisites, it is apparent that the predominant practice
in this regard results in no extension of the period of residence.

III. CREDIT REQUIREMENTS.
MASTER'S DEGREE.

Table 6 presents the number · of semester hours of credit required for the
master's degree. The amount of credit required may be seen to vary widely
and seems to be considerably influenced by the value placed upon the .thesis,
one of the almost universal requirements for the master's degree. The table
also indicates that a few institutions d6 not specify graduate requirements in
terms of formal credits.
TABLE

6.-Semester hours of credit required tor the master's degree.

Number of
semester hours.

Number of
institutions.

20----------------------~- -~-- ~ ---~----------------------------

28-------------------------------------------------------------

1
5
1
1

85-.,----------.- -.... ----------.- ---------------------------------'---

1

24----------'------------------------------------ -------- ~ ;.._____

26----------------------------~--------------------------------

80--------------------------------------------~---------------82
______ _:__________________ ____________________________________

88
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Number of
Number of
semester hours.
institutions.
9 to 12 and tbe ~ is ___________________ _.:. ____ _-- - -----------------18 and thesis------------------------ - -------------------------1
24 and thesis- - -------- ----- ------------------ -------- ---------- 1.5
30 and thesis------------------------------·- ------------ -------- 2 3
32 and thesis--------------- - --------------------- -------- -----1
4
Requirement not stated in units of credit___________________________
No answer or answer not usable----------------------------------7
Total number of institutions- - - -------------,----- ------.-----

42

DOCTOR'S DEGREE.

Not many institutions specify requirelnents for the doctor's degree in terms
of credit hours. Six jn which requirements are so stated report 48 hours (1
institution), 54 hours (1), 60 hours (2), 64 hours (1), 90 hours (1). One
institution each reports the following practices: "24 and the thesis," "30 and
the thesis," and " 60 and the thesis." It is the more common practice for the
institutions granting the doctor's degree to state that the requirements for this
. degree are not stated in units or hours. A few of those who volunteer an
opinion state that the character and quality of the work and the dissertation
should be the determining factors, rather than the amount of credit.

IV. THE DISTRIBUTION OF WORK.
ORGANIZATION OF THE WORK IN EDUCATION.

An item of some significance in a study of the requirements for higher degrees in educat ion is the practice in the matter of organization of work in the
field. Therefore, one point of inquiry was whether or not the work in education
is organized by departments. Thirteen copies of the questionnaire report that
education is so organized. Twice this number make a negative answer.
The departments more commonly named by those who report having an·
organization of the former sort are as follows: Educa t ional psychology (10
institutions), administration (7), histor~ of education (6), secondary education (5), vocational or industrial education (5), rural education (5), health
education or educational hygiene ( 4), elementary education ( 4), and a scattering of a wide array of departments, among them philosophy of education,
educational sociology, normal-school education, religious education, kindergarten education, agricultural education, art education, etc.
Lines of graduate specialization.-Another point of inquiry that tnay be seen
to be somewhat related to the problem of organization is the number and kinds
of lines of graduate specialization open to students. The facts concerning this
are presented in Tables 7 and 8.
:MASTER'S DEGREE.

The number of majors rund minors ·required.-Table 9 shows the practices as
to the number of major and minor subjects required for the master's degree
in the institutions repJ;esented by those who answered the questionnaire.
There is seen to be a wide variety of practice in this regard.
1

2

One of these reports" 24 and thesis or its equi"nlent."
One of these reports " 28 and thesis or ita equivalent.''
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TABLE

1.-Lines of graduate speoialization within the field of education.
Number
of institutions.

Line of specialization.

Administration .... . ............................ . . . ... . ............... . .......... . ............ .

19
17
16
12

f~E.~~~~~H<<L-~-E~~~~LL~~:-~LLE~~~~~H::~L

7
6
5

"Education" 1 ••••••••••••••••••••• _ ••. ______ ••• ___ . _. ___ • _. __ • • __ • _ .• __ •• _ _ •• ______ •• _. _. _ •• __

~':t~r:a~easm-eilleiiiS::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::.::::::::::

5
5
4
4

Experimental education ....... . .. . ........ .-................................................... .

~~~r~~o!~~?o~g;~i~~:-:~:::::::::::::::::::::·
::~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~:::::::::
Rural education .......................................... . ................................... .
~~!fi!~~e~~~~~;~~~~-:
~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
Normal school education ..................................... -- ............... -.- ............ -

2
2
2
2

2
2

1
1
1
1
1
l
9

§~~f:Ei/~H~~~~E-~~--~.:E::::LHH~mE~E~~E:E

Others ......................... . ................ ~ .................... . ...............••. . ...•...
1

It is not unlikely that those who gave this answer misunderstood the question. ·

B.-Number of different lines of graduate specialization within the field of
education.
·
Number of lines
Number of
of specialization.
institutions.

TABLE

1-------------------------------------------------------------- .
2-~-----------------------------------------------------------3--------------------------------------------------------------4---------------------------------------~------------ - --------5-------------------------------------------------------------6------- - ------------------------~------------------- - --------8-------------------------------------------------------------11-------------------------------------------·-----------------No answer-----------------------------------------------------Total number of institutions--------------------------------

TABLE 9.~Number

8
4
7
4
5
1
5
1
7

42

of major and minor subjects required tor the master's deg1·ee.
Number of majors and minors.

~~~S{~~~-:~::::::HHH!iiiEEH:E:H::~H~~~:~::

"Varies".·•.•.......................•.................... ~ ................................... . . -

Number
of institutions.
12
9

4
1
1
1

:-~~~n:!r~~~e~;.~J:tr~~ -~~r_s:::::::; ::::::::::::::: :·: :::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::

12

Total number of institutions .......,.~.~ ................................................ _.

42

2

When we come .to study .the amounts of credit ·required in these ·majors and
-·minors we find an even greater variety ()f practice. ·For 29 institutions making
responses with any degree of definiteness there are 25 different • practices.
There is thus little' or no standardizatiorr of practice in this regard. As·' :far
as possible, a comparative study ·was 19-ade of the ~l!lounts _of credit .r~~~~l'ed
in the ~major when no minor. is requireli. and 'when J,n:inor~ ~J·,e :r~q,u1~~~) ,.No ·
marked difference was .found, except that a few of the institutions requiring a
major only require a considerably larger amount of credit in tbat major. In
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cases where no minor is required, the majors range from 10 to 36 hours, with
very few above 20. Where minors are required, the majors range from 10 . to
21 hours. The number of institutions whose responses could be used for the
comparison was too small to give findings of much significance.
· Dep01rtments from which majors and 111dnors are accepted.-The following
are the more common departments in. education from which majors are accepted: Administration, educational psychology, history of education, secondary
education, eleme:p.tary education, and rural education. Other departments are
reported by one or two institutions each.
.The situation as to departments in which minors are accepted differs in no
essential respect from what has been reported for majors.
SpeciaUzation within the field of education.-Almost three-fourths of those
who report, i. e., 30 of the total of 42, signify that specialization within the fteld
of education, e. g., in educational psychology, administration, etc., is encouraged; 4 report that it is not, while 3 say that it is " permitted" or " not discouraged."
There is not as marked a tendency to require specialization within the field
of education, as only 15 indicate unequivocally that this practice .is followed,
while 19 indicate that it is not.
DOOTOR'S DEGREE • .

Number of majors a;nd, minors.:-The outstanding practice is to require a

major and two minors for the doctor's degree, as 10 of the 25 institutions giving this degree make this the requirement. Other practices followed in three
of four institutions each are: One major and one minor; one major and one
or two minors ; one major only.
Departments from which majors and minors are accepted.-In those institutions in which education is organized by departments, the following departments
are named as those in which majors are more commonly accepted: Educational psychology, administration, secondary education, elementary education, .
rural education, and history of education; The following are among the d~
partments which come in for occasional mention: Philosophy of education,
health · education, primary . education, kindergarten education, educational sociology, vocational education, religious education, etc. The facts as to departments from which minors are accepted are nowise different from those just
presented for majors:
Restrictions ~ to distribution of majors and minors.-Of the group of 25
institutions, 7 granting the doctor's degr.ee in education state that there are no
restrictions as to the distribution of majors and minors. Typical statements of
those who -place restrictions are: "Must take one-half or two-thirds of work
in philosophy, psychology, and social lines"; "major and one minor must be
in related fields " ; " the distribution of the minors is at the discretion of the
education faculty " ; " one minor must be outside the main field, one may be
inside." Most ·of the restrictions are in the direction of making for the unity
of the fields covered by the sbident .during his graduate training.
·Specialization within the fle'td of education.-Of the ~oup of 25 institutions,
17 granting the do:c tor's degree In education report that specialization ·within
the field of. education is encouraged; Two .additional institutions say .that
8pecial1zation is . restricted to . the research. of . the student. . Two rep]jr ~at
~pecialization: is not e~couraged. Eleven of the reports indicate that specializa-·
tlon is requi)redj .six, that it is .not required, the remainder making ~0 answer~
: As a whole, SPecialization is more frequently · favored both by practice .and
al)t-oion f~r the. doctor's degree than for· the master's.
·
·
··
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AJlOUNT OF WORK THAT MAY BE CARRIED.

·

The maa:imum amount of credit tha.t mav be earnsd in any one semester or
qua.rt~r.-The maximum amount of credit in number of credit hours which may
be earned in any quarter or semester by graduate students ranges from 12
to 20. The more common practices followed by 9 and 8 institutions, respectively, are 12 and 18 hours. Occasionally an institution allows a student to
carry as much as 19 or 20 hours, but it is more common to find the practice
less than 18 hours. The value of these figures in the determination of the
trend of practice is to some extent discounted by the fact that some institutions make the thesis a requirement .over and above the .maximum of course
work, the number of these cases not being exactly determinable from the
answers given. In most instances, however, the work on the thesis is included as a part of the number of hours the student is permitted to carry.
Unfortunately, also, the question of the amount of work that may be carried by students during summer sessions was not raised. This question deserves some consideration in any attempt to standardize graduate work. As
those acquainted with practices in summer schools are aware, the amount of
work that may be carried by students in attendance upon them often e:x:ceeds
that which may be carried during the sessions of the regular academic year.

V. ADMINISTRATION OF COURSES IN EDUCATION.
NUMBERS OF COURSES OF THEo DIFFERENT GRADES.
grad~tate courses.-The numbers of strictly graduate
courses reported by these schools and departments of education are shown in
Table 10. For those making usable responses, these numbers may be seen to
range from none-the most common practice-to 20, with a scattered distribution of responses between these extremes. When these numbers are tabulated
for the 25 schools granting the doctor's degree, the range may be seen to be
just as wide, but with fewer distributed to the smaller numbers. Those schools
having the smaller numbers are appropriately those which limit themselves to
granting the master's degree. However, it may be said that there are a number of schools undertaking to grant the doctor's degree which have
meager
otfering of strictly graduate courses.

Number of strictly

a

TABLE 10.~N-umber

of strictly graduate courses offered.

Number of courses.

0 ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.•••••••••••••·••••••••
1. ·•·······························································
2. ·•••••··•··•·•··•·········•·•·•·•••··•·················•·••······
3. •••••••••·••••••···•·········•••·••••·········•··•·······••······
4. ··•••••••·····•••···············•··············•·············•···
5. ·•••••••·••••·•··•············••·····························•···
6. ···············································"·················
7.
···••••··•··•··•···············•·····························•···.
8..................................................................
0. ••••••••••••••••·•··••···•••·•·····••················· ... ··•·•···

. 1•. ••••••••••••••••••·•••·••·•·••••·•·•·•·•·•··· ................... .

15. ·••••••••·•••••••••••••···•·•••••••·••••·••••·········••·•···•···
20.
No ••••••••··•••••··•······•····•••••••·••••••••········•••···•·····
r.nswer or answer not usable ...••.•••••••••••...•..••••••••••...

Total number ofinstitutions . ..•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••..

Number
ofinstitutions
(of the
total
of42).

Number
ofinstitutions
granting
master's
degree
only.

8
4
3
1
2
3
2
1
4
1
1
2
1

7

9

42

3
2
1
1
1

............
..............
...............

············
············
.............
.............

Number
ofinstitutions
granting
both
master's
~nd

doctor's
degrees.
1
1
1

............1

2
2
1
4
1
1
2

2

l
7

17

25
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The number of courses open to both graduates and undergra:duates is shown
For purposes of comparison of the institutions granting both degrees and those granting only the master's degree, the numbers of courses have
been separately tabulated.
It was found that in 8 schools no courses are open to undergraduates only.
The conclusion that may be drawn is that there is no undergraduate course in
these institutions to which graduate students are not admitted for credit.
. The numbers of both (1) strictly graduate and (2) graduate and undergraduate courses is presented in Table 12, with the same effort at distinction
between the institutions granting both the degrees and those granting the
master's degree only. .
in Table 11.

The distinctions betweM strictly graduate and strictly undergradua.te
coursea.-As 8 institutions of the entire group of 42 report that they have no

strictly graduate courses, these made no response to the question concerning
such distinctions. Three additional institutions report that no distinctions are
made between these two grades of courses, while five more fail to answer or
make answers not pertinent. The trend of distinction in the 24 institutions whose
representatives specify one or more distinctions may be characterized by
quotation: " More research in graduate courses " ; " more seminar work " ; " a
more critical type of work " ; " more largely independent work and individual
. instruction.,; "more outside reading"; "the difficulty and scope of material
and degree of advancement " ; etc. The more common .distinctions are the first
two named.
TABLE

11.-Number

ot

courses offered which are open to both graduate•
·
undergraduates,

Number of courses.

Number of
Number of institutiona
institutions grantinc
both
p-anting
master's
master's
degree

and

only.

0... ......... . .............................. . .... . ...............................

3................................................................................
4............................... .. .... . . . . . ...... . .............................. .

ana

doctor's
degrees.

1 ........... .

i :::::::::::2:
2

Totalnumber ofinstitutions. . ............................................

17

25
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12.-Total number of stricUy gmduate courses and courses open to botl~
graduates and undergraduates ( i. e., the total ofter·ing to graduate studoots).

TABLE

Number of courses.

3................................................................................
4......... ... ............ . ......... ... ...... . ..... . ..............................
6..... ... ... . ..................... .. .. .. .........................................
9..................... . ................. . ................ ......... ...... . ........

Number of
Number of institutions
institutions granting
both
granting
master's
master's
degree
and
only.
doctor's
degrees.

1 . .......... .
1 ........... .
2
1
2
1

~~::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
~ ........... i
~~:::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: .......... ~. ···········i

15............................ . ......................... .... .....................
2
18...............................................................................
1
19............................................................................... . ...........
20................................... . ............ .. ..... ... ..................... ............
23..... . .... . ........... .............. .. . .. ................. .....................
1
32.... .. ......... .... ...................................... . ..................... ............

~.... . .............................. .... .. . ........... ... ... ... ................. ............
46 .... . . .......................................... . ......................... ,.... ............
55 . . .............. ... .... .. .... .... .. ... ........................................ ,............

60............... .. ...... . . . .. .... ........................................ ....... ............

1
1
1
3
1
1
1

1
1

1

No answer or answer not usable.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

4

9

Total number of institutions ......................................... . ... .

17

25

Distinctions in courses open to both grad1tate and undergraduate students.-

The distinctions in requirements between the two groups of students in courses
which are open to both graduates and undergraduates are, in the order of
frequency of mention, as follows: Additional work required of graduates (9
institutions) ; more research (7) ; more reports (6) ; higher quality expected
(6); greater amount of written work (5); wider reading (4). The reports
from some institutions give as many as two or three of these distinctions. The
answers from 11 institutions indicate that no distinctions are made in these
courses between graduate and undergraduate students.
The p1·oportion ot courses open to both graduates and undergraduates that
may be taken by candidates tor the master's degree.-Practically half the re-

ports from the institutions indicate that no restrictions are placed upon the
proportion of courses open to both graduates and undergraduates which a candidate may offer for t)le master's degree. If to these are added the 8 institutions giving no strictly graduate courses in education, we have almost threefourths of the entire group of 42 institutions not insisting upon any strictly
graduate courses. Ten institutions have such restrictions. Five of these report
that one-half of the student's work must be in strictly graduate courses; two,
all of the work ; and three others specify certa~n strictly graduate courses in the
requirement for the degree;
The proportion of courses open to both graduate and undergraduate studenta
tvMch may be taken by the candidate tor the doctor's clecree.-Of the 25 institu-

tions granting the doctor's degree, 12 report no such restriction as is referred to
here. Only 4 of these institutions insist upon a definite amount, 1 of them
asking for one-third, 1 for one-half, and 2 for all work in strictly graduate
courses.
Size of classe.,<t to which grad'ltate students are admitted.-A relatively small
proportion of the institutions place limits on the size of classes to which graduate
students are· admitted. Thirty-four institutions have· no such restrictions. Five
in which there are such restrictions report maximum graduate classes of 8-10,
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It should be stated, however, that a large proportion hnving
no such restrictions point out that in their institutions there is no need for a
limit, since the number of graduate students is small in any event.
Nor is there a notable tenclency to place limits on the size of such classes in
summer sessions. Here opinion is more definitely formed, inasmuch as a larger
proportion than follow such a practice recomn1end a limit for classes in education for summer sessions. Among the voluntary statements touching this recommendation are the following: "Especially necessary in, summer," "a great abuse
here in some famous summer schools."
8-20, 15, 25, 30.

VI. THESIS.
MASTER'S DEGREE.

The thesis as a requirement.-Almost all schools report the thesis as a requirement for the mast·er's degree. Three institutions respond as follows:
"Alternative with the seminary"; "provided, but may be substituted ·for"; and
"may be excused." In only 3 additional schools is there no requirement of a
thesis.
Amoun(-of credit to1· the master's thesis.-There is a great variety of practice in, this connection. Five institutions which require a thesis allow no
credit :t!~r .it, insisting that it is a task imposed "over and above courses." From
this praqtice the amount ranges up to 20 semester hours, with no outstanding
modal pr~ctice. More commonly than otherwise the credit is stated in terms of
lower a~d upper limits, as 2-4, 4-8, 4-12. The median amount is a bit under
five hom•s.
PubUcaUon ot the mas.ter's thesis.-Only one institution insists upon the
publication of the master's thesis. The remaining 38 answering the question
report tha:t .publication is not required.
The time of completion of the master's thesis.-In every case but one the
time for the completion of the thesis is indicated as before the examination.
DOCTOR'S THESIS.

The tnesis as a requirement.-It is a universal practice of those institutions
granting the doctor's degree to require a thesis.
The amount of credit tor the thesis.-From what has been said above concerning the tendency of institutions not to state requirements for the doctor's
degree in terms of credit hours, we should be led to anticipate that not many
institutions specify the amount of credit which is allowed for the doctor's
thesis. The answers bear out this expectation. Seven of those who report
state that no credit is allowed, some of them indicating that it is required
"over and above courses." Five institutions indicate that a year (3), two years
(1), or one-half of all the time (1) is assigned to the work on the thesis.
PubUoation..-Almost all the institutions insist upon the publication of .the
doctor's thesis, only three stating that publication is not required. One indicates that publication is "urged." The .publication is usually in full.

VII. FOREIGN LANGUAGE REQUIREMENT.
KASTER'S . DEGREE.

ThtJ foreign zan,g®fltJ rBq'UiremtJ'Itt.-Of the 42 institutions, 88 state t}lat no
foreign Ian~ages are required for the master's degree. Of the 5 institutions
which report a requirement, 3 insist upon French ana German and. 2 upon
French or German.
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In the few instances where the foreign languages are required for the master's'
degree the ability which the jiJtudent must show is a '! reading knowledge "

su11iclent for research.
DOCTOR'S DEGRElD.

Only 2 institutions granting the doctor's degree in education specify no
requirements in foreign languages. One requires " two foreign languages " ;
S, "tWo modern foreign languages"; 17, u French ~nd German"; and 1', "such
as are necessary for research."
Where opinion deviates from practice in the matter of the requirements of
foreign language is in the recommendation of several persons answering that
such languages should be required as are needed for research. ·The emphasis
seems with these to be more upon a requirement where a functional relationship
of the. foreign languages to the pursuit of graduate study is demonstrable,
rather than merely upon the relationship of tradition usually obtaining.
In ai.n;tost every case the ability is a " reading knowledge," sometimes qualified
as " :ftuent," " ready," etc.
By whom tested.-In 16 cases where answer is made, the "appropriate"
department, e. g., French or German, applies the test of ability. But in 6
instances the test is applied by ·some one in the department of education.
When the ol11n.4idate must Bhow the aMZity.-In 19 cases of schools granting
the doctor's degree, the ability in t:l;le foreign languages must be shown a .year
or approximately a year before coming up for the degree or coming up for the
final examination.

VIII. EXAMINATIONS.
MASTER'S DE8REE.

FinaZ e:vamination.-Almost three-fourths of the institutions granting the
master's degree insist upon a final examination. The remainder hold no such
final examination.
Oharaottr of the e:vaminaUon.-Of these institutions in which a final examination for the master's degree is required, 16 make it oral; 1, written ; 6, both
oral and written ; 3, either ; 2, either or both ; and 1, oral or both.
For the most part these examinations concern themselves with both the \
courses and the thesis. In a few . instances
the examination
is solely upon
\
.
.
courses.
PreZimitUJf'JI u:amlnation.-In only 3 blstances is the prelimi.Dary examiDation required for tlLe master's decree.
DOCTOR'S DEGBEm.

FitniiZ e~tion..-All institutions granting the doctor's degree require a .
1lnal examination.
01ul,ra,cter of the ~Cl4'Mncsticm.-In 11 institutions, the final examination is
or81; in 1, written; in 7, both oral and written; in1, either; in 2, either or both;
In 2, oral or both.
The examination in most of these schoels covers all work in courses and the
thesis. In a few instance• the thesis is not emphasized.
P~fll e3't~m4Mtion.-Thirteen institutions require a preliminary examination for the doctor's derree ; 10 do not.
Form of th• emtllminatiMt,.-The practice varies widely as to whether the examinatioa :La writtea, eral, botll., etc.
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.When tM prelimmarv ea:amination i.a given..-More commonly the preliminary
examination is given a year before . the. final . examination or the .conferring of
the degree.
· ·

IX. THE STAFF.
NUMBER .ilooc"D TRAINING.

The number and training of th~ statr 1B the ~8titutions from which our
responses have come are shown in Table lS. A study of its columns shows
that very few of the illstitutions granting the master's degree only haTe more
than 5-9 instructors, while a large proportion have 4 or less. The 'illstltutiona
granting the doctor's degree tend to have a larger number of instructors~
.'However, there are four institutions in this group that have :tour or lesa than
four instructors.
TABLE 13.-Number of inltructor1 in education.
Total of those answerlng.

Number of instructorn.

Granting master's
. degree only.

0

[~~db~:S
deerees. ·

1------~-----1-----~-----1·----~----~

1-------..,...----1·-----11----·1---- - - - - - - - - - - - - - 31.5
~
11
7
46.7
21.0

................

5-9 ................

1~1................

23 ..... ........... . .

61. ... . .............

43.8
15.2
2.9
2.9

16
6
1
1

6
2

'
'

40.0
13.3

9

............
.··········
......... ..........

1
1

47.,
21.0

5.8
5.8

----100.3
- - ---------- -19-- 35
15
100.0
TotaL ........
10~).8

DEGREES HELD BY THE INSTRUCTORS.
T~e.

facts concerning the degrees held by those giving instruction to graduate
students in these institutions are shown in Tables 14 and 15. · The former of
these tables aims to show the distribution of institutions by the proportion of
. instructors holding the doctor's degree. A comparison of the facts as to the
proportions of instructors with doctor's degrees in institutions granting the
~aster's degrees only with the proportions for those institutions granting the
doctor's shows ·that a much larger proportion of the la~ter have such training.
Table 15 sets forth the situation for proportions of illStructors with one or
the. other of the two graduate degrees.
TABLE 14.-Percentagel

ot

iMtructors with doctor'1 degree1.

All institutions
supplying data.
Per cent of instructors with. doctor's

degrees.

grantInstitutions grant- Institutions
both IllU"
in' master's de- .mg
ter's
and
, doogreeonly. ·
tor's degrees.

\
Number
Number
Number
ofinsti- Percent. of fnsti- Per cent. efinsti- Percent.
tutions.
tutions.
tutions.

----- ---

~

80.0-99.9..... ' ......
100.0 ...............

1
7
10
11
4
1

2.9
20.6
29.4
32.3
11.8
2.9

TotaL. ........

34

99.9

0.0-19.9............

20.0-39.9............

4.{).~59.9............

66.~79.9 ............

1
6
7

""35:7·: "'"'"'2" .. .. io:i..
8

50.0

.. ..... i .. ..... 7:i"'
·········· ...........
14

99.9

6

3

4.{).0
30.0
115.0

1

5.0

20

100.0

LIBPt~~AS TECHNOLOGICAL COLLEGE
T

LUBBOCK; TEXAS
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TABLE

15.-Percentages of instructors with master's or doctor's degrees.

Al1 institutions
supplying data.
Per cent of instructors wtth master's
or doctor's degrees.

Institutions !lanting master s degree only.

Institutions granting both master's and doctor's
degrees.

Number
Number
Number
of insti- Per cent. of insti- Per cent. of insti- Per cent.
tutions.
tutions.
tutions.

--20.~39.9 .......... . .

40.0-59.9 ............
60.0-79.9 ............
80.0-99.9 ..••••••••••
100.0 ...............

Total. ...•..•.

2

1
6
13
12

5.9
2.9
17.6
38.2
35.3

14.3 .

2

....... 2.. ""i4.'3"
4
6

- -34-- -- -1499.9

1
4
28.6
9
42.8
6
loo.0,--2-0-

.....s:o··
20.0
45.0
30.0

-100.0
--

THE TEAOHING SOHEDULE.

An item of practice in departments of education that has considerable bea~
lng upon the feasibility of caring for graduate work in any effective manner 1:
the size of the teaching load of instructors who give the graduate trainin~
Table 16 presents the maximum and the usual weekly teaching schedules in th
institutions from which the replies have come, as well as the maximum teachin1
schedule regarded as appropriate for such instructors by those who respondej
to the questionnaire. In a large proportion of schools-53.5 per cent to b
exact-the maximum teaching schedule of those who give graduate instructioJ
is in excess of 12 hours, in a few instances running as higll as 18 hours. Th
" usual " schedule tends to be smaller, but in almost a fifth of all the school
reporting it exceeds 12 hours. Opinion in only a· single instance favors a max]
. mum load of more than 12 hours.
TABLE

16.-The weekl11 teaching schedules of those giving graduate
Maximum.
Number of hours.

Total ..•.••• . •
& MoailJ

Appropriate maxlmum.l

Usual.

Number
Number
of insti- Per cent. of insti- Per cent.
tutions.
tutions.

7- 8 .................................. .
9-10.... •• •••• •••••
6
21.4
11-12...............
7
25. 0
18-14...............
4
14.3
15-16...............
9
32. 1
17-18...............
2
7.1
28

99.9

ai the even numbers, 8, 10, and 12.

0

10
8

instructi~

7
2

4

32.3
25.8
22.6
6.5
12.9

31

100.1

Number
of insii- Per cent.
tutions.
8
5

38.1

23.8

7

33.3

21

100.0

....... i .. .... Tr·
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